Training handout – OUTCOMES REVIEW FOR OUTCOME SELECTION
The process to review outcomes/ outputs allows to evaluate the most quantitatively traceable outcome
indicators. It involves discussing the quality of outcomes and ability to evaluate outcomes by :
-

reviewing more measurable outputs/ outcomes
reviewing unmeasured outcomes
checking the ability to evaluate incomplete outcomes or what needs to be recreated

After discussing the quality of outcomes, the process determines which outcomes link to impact, and in
case of an incomplete outcome (or no outcome available), the recreation of an actual outcomes with the
information provided in the results framework, evaluation reports, and the theory of change/
sustainability previously developed. Risks to sustainability and disturbances are taken into account to
understand the sustainability and resilience of outcomes.
Example:

Applied example (measurable outputs):

1. Actual outputs: go back and check measurable outputs
2. Data linking to actual outcomes: Identify examples in the final evaluation that help you make a
link with the outcome and intermediate states from the ToS
– those examples tell a small part of planned outcomes
3. Actual outcomes: Check actual outcomes of roads and related infrastructure improvement
– proof that the road is protected from erosion;
– proof that mobility was facilitated by tarred road
4. Check data on risks in order to know if the outcome was sustained
e.g. was there annual maintenance budgets for roads?

Applied example (not measured outcomes):

1. Check actual outcomes of the project beyond the construction of infrastructures by looking for
data that can show that the outcome actually materialized
e.g. what does upgrading mean? (proof of increased supply)
e.g. data about the water tanks (how big, how much water provided, water quality, to how
many people during what season?
2. Check data on risks in order to know if the outcome was sustained

Applied example (incomplete output):

1. Determine if data exists at final evaluation, or if we need retroactive ex-post recreation of
outputs?
2. Check whether the outputs/ outcomes were finalized and what their sustainability is?
If finalized, check whether the outputs have data to link to outcomes
If re-created at final, check retrospectively how good the outputs were?

Applied example (supportive outcome):

1. Check for supportive outcomes (not standalone) that could support findings, and that could help
rank the most effective outputs. These outcomes are good candidates for contribution analysis.
e.g. there is no mention of the Vaisigano mileage covered by the ERCC project.
e.g. supporting road and infrastructure maintenance, village-led CIM plans that support climateresilience

How do we review sustainability and resilience characteristics of outcomes?
Sustainability:
Consider the following questions to select and evaluate 1 outcome for ex-post fieldwork :
a. What data is available and of greatest interest to evaluate by stakeholders?
b. Benchmarking for ex-post sustainability and tracing participants and partners
c. What would be necessary for results to be sustained/ still functioning well?
d. Was there any monitoring/ evaluation done since exit of outputs/ outcomes? What can be traced?
e. What array of stakeholders will be involved in ex-post learning, stakeholder mapping, regional/
national debriefs (w/representatives from wider groups)?
Resilience:

Example infrastructure (review checklist):
Sustainability:
✓ Resources - How is infrastructure being maintained? does it generate income or resources for
anyone?
✓ Partnerships and local ownership - Who benefits from it being there? Who is using
it/demanding it?
✓ Capacity building - What behavioral changes or policy changes have happened or are
possible thanks to it? What priorities are changed? What new info or other benefits came out of
it?
✓ Emerging sustainability - What modifications or changes are needed or were made locally to
make it more useful or used?
✓ Evaluation of risks - What is the risk management plan? What other systems rely on this
infrastructure? are there liabilities?

✓ Impacts - Is the structure still standing (and expected to based on engineering inputs/expert
analysis)?
Resilience:
✓ Disturbances – What climate shocks and stressors (disturbances) does this infrastructure resist?
How have the disturbances changed since project closing?
✓ Systems – In what systems does the infrastructure sit (human and natural)? What structures
and functions does it fulfill in those systems?
✓ Characteristics - What resilience characteristics does the infrastructure exhibit in the face of
climate disturbances (feedback loops, redundancy, diversity etc.)? Are the characteristics locally
valued?
✓ Means and Actions – What activities and resources are being used to ensure the infrastructure
continues to exhibit these resilience characteristics? In what ways and for how long?
✓ Resistance – Resilience – Transformation – Where on the RRT typology does the sustained
infrastructure outcome sit overall? To what extent did impacts influence/affect targeted
systems?

